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       SAP Note 1423223 - Turkey: Display Yevmiye Number in line
item reports

Note Language: English Version: 2 Validity:   Valid Since 06.01.2010

Summary

Symptom
You have a company code in Turkey. You have run Document Journal report
(tx.code: S_ALR_87012287) in update mode to save the sequential number (i.e
yevmiye number) in database. Now you want to display this legally given
number in line item reports like FBL1N (Vendor line item display) , FBL3N
(G/L account line item display), FBL5N (Customer line item display) and
FAGLL03 (G/L account line item display G/L view) .

Other terms
Yevmiye number, FBL1N, FBL3N, FBL5N, FAGLL03, BELNR_ALT, sequential number,
Turkey

Reason and Prerequisites
It is not a legal requirement to display the yevmiye number in line item
reports like FBL*N. However this is a common business practise.

Solution
Apply the solution given below. The solution is divided into two parts.
First part explains how to display the new field in line item reports 
FBL1N, FBL3N and FBL5N. Second part explains how to display it in FAGLL03
(only valid if New GL is active).

Please also consider that these solutions may cause performance problem in
line item reports especially if you display many items once you run the
reports.

Solution for FBL*N

1. Extend the structure RFPOSX and RFPOS with a new append structure. In
the append structure add the following field and activate:

Component Component type
BELNR_ALT BELNR_ALT

2. Run the RFPOSXEXTEND report to add the fields to the generated
structure RFPOSXEXT.

3. Create BTE 1650 (Business Transaction Event). For this purpose, copy
the sample function module SAMPLE_INTERFACE_00001650 into the customer
namespace. Copy following source code in the function module between
FUNCTION and ENDFUNCTION:

data i_tab like bkpf_key.
data i_addon like bkpf_addon.

e_postab = i_postab.

i_tab-bukrs = i_postab-bukrs.
i_tab-belnr = i_postab-belnr.
i_tab-gjahr = i_postab-gjahr.
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call function 'JOURNAL_00003320'
  exporting
    i_bkpf_key   = i_tab
    i_land1      = 'TR'
  importing
    e_bkpf_addon = i_addon.

e_postab-belnr_alt = i_addon-belnr_alt.

4. Activate the module in transaction FIBF. Go to 'Settings -> Products
-> ... of a customer' and create a product. You can choose the name of
the product and the description. Set the 'Active' indicator and save.
Go to 'Settings -> P/S Modules -> ... of a customer' and include this
entry:

Event: 00001650
Product: 'Product name'
Country: 'TR'
Lnd/Appl: empty
Function module: 'Your module'

Save the entry.

Troubleshooting and known problems

o The field is created correctly, however it is not filled during the
'first' access:
In this case, first start the BALVBUFDEL report. This ensures that
the special field is filled during the 'first' access of the list.

Solution for FAGLL03

5. Extend the structure FAGLPOSX by double clicking component type
CI_FAGLPOSX. In the structure CI_FAGLPOSX add the following field and
activate:

Component Component type
BELNR_ALT BELNR_ALT

6. Create and activate an implementation for the 'FAGL_ITEMS_CH_DATA'
BAdI. To do so, proceed as follows:

a) Enter for example, the name 'Z_FAGL_ITEMS_CH_DATA' and choose
'Create'. As the Definition name select 'FAGL_ITEMS_CH_DATA'.
Create the BAdI implementation.

b) On the 'Interface' tab select the 'CHANGE_ITEMS' method.

c) The following source code should be defined in the method:

method if_ex_fagl_items_ch_data~change_items.
  data ls_items type faglposx.
  data ls_tab type bkpf_key.
  data ls_addon type bkpf_addon.
  data ls_t001 type t001.
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  loop at ct_items into ls_items.
    if ls_t001-bukrs ne ls_items-bukrs.
      select single * into ls_t001
        from t001
       where bukrs = ls_items-bukrs.
    endif.
    if ls_t001-land1 = 'TR'.
       ls_tab-bukrs = ls_items-bukrs.
       ls_tab-belnr = ls_items-belnr.
       ls_tab-gjahr = ls_items-gjahr.
       call function 'JOURNAL_00003320'
         exporting
           i_bkpf_key   = ls_tab
           i_land1      = 'TR'
         importing
           e_bkpf_addon = ls_addon.
       ls_items-belnr_alt = ls_addon-belnr_alt.
       modify ct_items from ls_items.
    endif.
  endloop.
endmethod.

d) Activate the method and the BAdI implementation.
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